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Texas established several new records by TXOGA’s estimates, compared with data since 1981 from the U.S. Energy Information 

Administration (EIA):

• Record-high 5.7 million barrels per day (mb/d) of crude oil production in October and November 2023

• Record-high 33.6 billion cubic feet per day (bcf/d) of natural gas marketed production in October 2023

• Record-high natural gas liquids (NGL) production (3.5 mb/d) and in-state refinery NGL direct use (3.2 mb/d) in November 2023

Texas’ petroleum value chain highlights for September 2023. Highs for the month of September, compared with September 

historically since 1981:  (see page 4 for complete flow charts)

• Crude oil production of 5.6 mb/d

• Crude oil and condensate exports of 3.5 mb/d

• Refined product exports of 2.4 mb/d

Texas’ natural gas flows’ highlights for September 2023:   (see page 5 for complete flow charts)

• Texas produced 27.6 billion cubic feet per day (bcf/d) of dry natural gas in September, supplemented by 5.1 bcf/d of interstate net 
inflows, per TXOGA’s estimates; and,

• Texas consumers required 14.4 bcf/d, mainly for electricity generation and industry, while 18.1 bcf/d was exported (LNG of 12.7 
bcf/d and pipeline gas of 5.4 bcf/d)

Texas exported $164 billion of oil, natural gas and derived products in the first three quarters of 2023, per data from 
the U.S. International Trade Commission.

Key points

* Compared with monthly data since 1981 as reported by the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA)
** Based on EIA reports, adjusted by TXOGA’s estimates for monthly lease, plant, pipeline and distribution fuel 
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Texas is estimated to have set new production records for crude 
oil and natural gas marketed production in Q4 2023

New Texas production records.  TXOGA estimates that Texas produced:

• 5.7 mb/d of crude oil in October and November 2023; and,

• 33.6 bcf/d of natural gas marketed production in October 2023.

Market share gains. Year-to-date through November, Texas’ share of U.S. production rose to 42.8% for oil and 28.2% for natural gas 
marketed production.

U.S. and Texas crude oil production

Million barrels per day (mb/d)
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U.S. and Texas natural gas marketed production
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sources: Energy Information Administration (EIA); TXOGA analysis
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Crude oil production  5,573
Interstate net receipts  1,818

Imports 
Crude oil 1,234

Other liquids 328

Crude oil supply
8,953 Crude oil refinery and 

blender net inputs
5,448

Refinery and blender net 
inputs
4,532

Refinery and blender net 
production

4,914

Processing gain
382

Other liquids products supplied
102

NGL and other liquids 
refinery and blender inputs1

-916

NGL direct use 2

3,233

Refined products3

  Exports   2,359
  Interstate net movements  1,044

Refined products stock change  88

Motor gasoline
1,005

All other 711

Hydrocarbon gas liquids
2,369

Jet fuel 136

Distillate fuel oil
536

Petroleum consumption
4,757

Transportation
1,609

Electric power 
1

Residential 
9

Commerical
43

Industrial
3,095

Crude and condensate exports
3,522

Crude oil stock change  90

Texas’ petroleum value chain – September 2023

Thousand barrels per day (kb/d)
Texas – estimated petroleum value chain – September 2023

New records established in September 2023:

• Highest Texas crude oil production (5.6 mb/d), crude oil supply (9.0 mb/d), and exports of crude oil and condensate (3.5 mb/d) for the month of 
September on record since 1981; and,

• Record-highs in Texas’ natural gas liquids (NGL) production (3.5 mb/d) and in-state refinery NGL direct use (3.2 mb/d) for any month on record.

sources: Energy Information Administration (EIA); U.S. International Trade Commission; TXOGA analysis

1 Includes unfinished oils, hydrogen/biofuels/other hydrocarbons, and gasoline blending components
2 Includes NGL field production (Inland 3,359, Gulf Coast 165), biofuels net plant production (-7) minus refiner and blender net inputs (inland 22, Gulf Coast 262)
3 Includes  finished products and HGLs
Notes:  Based on EIA’s preliminary data, which are subject to revision, and USITC trade data. TXOGA estimation is required for consumption by fuel and end-use sector, which influence the interstate movement calculations
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Wellhead Prod. 33.2
Marketed Prod. 31.2
Dry Production 26.5 

Consumption 11.3 
  Res. & Comm   0.6
  Industrial                        5.4
  Electricity gen.               5.3

                   Net storage change
          1.1

Texas’ natural gas flows in September 2023: Production supported 
historically strong consumption and exports

Wellhead Prod. 34.8
Marketed Prod. 32.4

Dry Production 27.6 
Interstate net inflows                5.1
Net storage withdrawals -0.2
Total dry gas supply 32.5 

Consumption  14.4 
  Res. & Comm.    0.5
  Industrial*                       7.2
  Electricity gen.               6.7

                   

Pipeline net exports to Mexico
5.4

Texas produced 27.6 billion cubic feet per day (bcf/d) of dry natural gas in September, supplemented by 5.1 bcf/d of interstate net 
inflows, per TXOGA’s estimates.

Texas consumers required 14.4 bcf/d, mainly for electricity generation and industry, while 18.1 bcf/d was exported (LNG of 12.7 bcf/d 
and pipeline gas of 5.4 bcf/d).

*Includes industrial end-use consumption plus lease, plant, pipeline and distribution fuel    

sources: U.S. Energy Info. Admin.; U.S. International Trade Commission; TXOGA analysis

LNG exports
12.7

Billion cubic feet per day (bcf/d)
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Crude oil
$74.9 billion

Refined petroleum products
$50.5 billion

Hydrocarbon gas liquids (HGLs)
$20.1 billion

Natural gas (pipeline and LNG)
$16.9 billion
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Texas’ exports oil, natural gas, HGLs and refined 
petroleum products, by region and month

Texas’ exports by product and region

August 2023 year-to-date total:  $164.1 billion

Texas exported nearly $164 billion of energy products 
in the first three quarters of 2023

Texas’ overall energy exports appear evenly distributed among major regions, but regional product markets differ.

source: U.S. International Trade Commission; TXOGA analysis
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Texas’ petroleum facts at-a-glance

Based on TXOGA’s estimates, record highs for Texas (versus any month on record per data since 1981 from the 
U.S. Energy Information Administration, EIA):

• 5.7 mb/d of crude oil in October and November 2023

• 33.6 bcf/d of natural gas marketed production in October 2023

• Natural gas liquids (NGL) production (3.5 mb/d) and NGL direct use (3.2 mb/d) in November 2023

Based on the EIA’s reporting for September 2023 (latest)

Texas’ record highs for the month of September on record (that is, compared with September historically since 1981):

• Crude oil production of 5.6 mb/d 

• Crude oil and condensate exports of 3.5 mb/d

• Refined product exports of 2.4 mb/d

sources: U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA); U.S. International Trade Commission; TXOGA analysis



R. Dean Foreman, Ph.D.
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